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Without 'Ong de, liberation we decided to settle

:on'the shore Of the little lake where both the natural':

beauty and the good soil promised 'us a pleaiant home

and, where among oik, beech, and hrckory trees, the

evergreen pines, untouched by the axe, would always

stand as a pleasant remindet of the pine forest of /

cur old- homeland .1° 1 ,-
l.

tipavid 8.
rivmprs ?ona
1969), p.

l
137.

Guttaf Unonius; 1841
.

A Swedish pioneer. in Wisconsin

Greenberg, compiler and editor, band Thin Orw.
(Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma Press,
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"A

The three or four decades that center on. the turn
v

of the century.,e'te.pop4arly 'considered the heart and

soul offFhe Good Old bays truth, it was a highly
4

comple04406.7-.;.Life on the More ieolated-farm&%.

remained an endless routine of hard labier, loneliness,

and contin94us gambiingwith.nature.

17

.. but what Of-the scene in America's *Mill

tours? Certainly,.life there was' not idyllic. ',-,There

can be.no doubt that the everyday, routine of living

was considerably more demanding in 1900 than is-true

of the 19701e. Illness and epidemics Were distressingly

common, medical care and public 'health services

distressingly inadequate. For the working. man, wfiether
,---- 6

7

-he clerked in the general store. or labored in the

carriage shop on the edge of town, hours were long, pay

low, and ben fits non-existent.. Hie wife ran a house-.

hOld)withoUt Ma hinery and conveniences now taken for .. :.

granted, doing everything laboriously by hand --,-

narrowness, bigotry, dullness,- and limited opportunity

were common enough to push many aouth out into the

wider world.

When 'all this, is said, however, there remain

certain appealing and enduring qualitieb:about small -

town living not easily forgotten friendliness"--

kindffess - -- a simplicity and-directnes, to life that

.has:become exceedingly rare in this complex, faster-

paced era.

. It is probably true that figments of. wishfUl

thinking .have embellished the Good- Old Dayi; e411, if'

'they ever did exist, if they marked.i time when tran- (:

quility, individuality, decency, and peace of mind Were

common currency of daily living --mu. then one place they

were surely found was in the Small towns ofAmerica.

seven oreight,decades ago.2

a

2 ephen W. Sears, powslawn V. 4.4 (New York: American
Heritage Pub: Co:, Inc.-, 1975),,pp. 8, 9.

0
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grelace

Possibly no social' characteristic is more compllex than change.

In one sense it may,,,b claimed-that, no real change in human
%

personatity has occuited.throughout history. Man's nature, always

the same, has' experienced ho significant change in the long march

of time. In another sense, whatever invd.lves.the dynamic of human

experience, must -necessarily change. All -things human, even the
o

most rigidly static human societies, must constantly change, simply .

because they are huMan.' So in this vast continuum, from the
V

Y.

seeming sameness of man's nature to' the verity of the restless

human condition, there is Ca profound difficulty in defining real

Change.

My first assumption is that social change-is only partly a

matter of real, if' debatable, Change. For tt must be further

'assumed that social change is at least aa, much a :Wetter of.human

p4rception as it is of actual change. how people perceive themselves

and their relationships to.-Othersis of 'fundamental importance -.

in understanding change in. any society., Little actual cbange may

have pirofswpd impact in a particular society, depending upon .the

steuctilre a'the society and the huMan perceptions which recognize

'

and act upon the change.

This study is concerned with the perceptions of change in

American society by those who'live in a rural setting. Essentially

it is limited to a study of five rural Northern California

communities and two different areas of the city of SacraMentd,

California. ,Etna (population 667, 1970 U. S. census) was Selected

els a more. isolated cattle ranching valley and Princeton (500); L

similar community in size but located conveniently to major highways

was selected for a,tOncentration on rice - farming; Willows (4,08i),

only a short distance from Princeton and the 'county seatlis in the

midst of a prosperous rice-farMIng region. Corning (3,573) is

situated in a. diverse agricultural areawir'alives and cattle and

sheep ranching predominant.- Finally, Williams (1,571) was included,

a farming are primarily of grain crops.e



for-comparison, two areas of Sacramento .(264,0)0) were

included. The locale.of John F. Kennedy High School involves

a school, district encompassing of the most expensive new

subbrban hornets in the city with some of the oldest, poorest,'

racial minority residential areas 0 the city. Bella Visits High

School has a district including a large newer white_s1 Uburi)an

residential setting.

The Study involved an attitude survey (see Appendix A)

of 22' information Sge income -,rural or urban

. setting) and 73 opinion statements. The survey was Administered

to the-entire student populstions -of the five rural schools (all

those in attendance on the particular day) and to all the English

.:lasses of the two urban schools. In 'addition, an adult. version

of the 'survey (see Appendix B) was sent home to ail the homes of

the etudents in three of the rural schools (Etna, Prihceton, and

Willows).
The next part (of the study was4,a structured interview (see.,

1

Appendix C) with a cross-section of'students and adults (categories

defined,by the interviewerand selection made by, school administrar
°

tors). Interviews were conducted at Etna, Princeton, ielows,

Williams, and J. F. Kennedy, SkpraMentoi - .

The survey and the interviews were diVided into two basic

sections: change in American society and, specifically,",change in

American education. The teport follows this same format. The

statistical treatment of the data was the use of a Chi.4quare test

of significance within the rural and urban sub-groups, then the

'

use of Chi-squire as a test of significance between the rural And

urban groups.. A summary of.the statistical results is provided in

Appendix A and Appendix B.

The information obtained froWthe study is limited to the

actual communities involved in the research. There is not direct 17

P(
America. The author does, howevey, indulge' in frequent, perional

attempt to apply the results of the study to the whole of rural

, observation about the rural American scene and life in America

.
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today; these obsOmiations are simply personal f elings from a4life

of appreciation for,, reading and thinking abou the heritage,o,t:

4:ural America. I believe the research is accu te; my opiniqns

are, once set down, open to all kinds of critiei M for the fallacies

and the fancies I, suspect they may .very well olontain. :

I owe a very large dept of appreciation to the manYp;ople,

who so graciously aided me in this prOje.ct. I would like to

thank esgecially Mr. Ken"Immer, Princippl of Etna. High School,

,Mr. Ernie Matlock, Principal of Willows Hi h School, Mr. "Bud" Gott,

°PrinCipal of Corning High School, Mr. Bill rew, Superintendent of

.Willibma Unified School District, Mr. M. E. Benedetti; Vite-

Principal of John F. Kinedy High School; and Mrs: Lorraine

(rueger, Chairman of the English Department of Bella Vista High

School.
0

Also, I want to thank Dr. Homer Aronson, retired Chairman

of the Department of TeacherEducation,,CSUq, for his professional

encuragement as much as his iperaonal, friendship.

A final thasks to my wife for her typing, proof-reading and

incredible patience.

..4 r
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TABLE 1

Summary of.Schools

Sch991
AV4001 Grp
Etna High School, 9-12

Etna, California'
240 enrollment -for 1974

Princeton High School
Princeton, California
100 enrollment for 1974

Willows'High School
Willows,, California
600 enrollment for 1974

Cornj.ng High School,
Corning, California
600 enrollment for 1974

John F. Kennedy High School,
Sacramento, California
1,900 enrollment in 1975

Bella Vista High School,
Fair Oaks, Caltfdrnia
2,185 enrollment for 1975

Williams High School', 9-12 Spring,
Williams, California 1975
195 enrollment for 1975

.Purtiblir, TOini
Survpv

Sp4ent-Aclult

191 97

9-12 - Fall, 90 - 32
1973

'9.12. Spring, 430' - 129
1974

9-12 Spring, 480
1974 1 .

la-12 Spring, 471
1975

9-12 .Spring, 913
'1975

Total: rural adults 258
rural students 1,288
urban students Lai

2,930,

87
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Introduction

A study concerned with perception df change in rural coin-
_

munities is confronted not only with the extremely complex

problem of defining change, but of defining what is meant by

rural." in. American life.

The concept of rural America is widely used and

understood, but in fat is not precise./ It has dif-

ferent meanings when viewed philosophig,lly,

historically, and statistically: In general,, the

(problems charadv3ristio of rural Americans are found

in tithe areas which lie outside of metropolitan caniers,--

The rural population, as defined by the Bureau of -

the Census, includes persons living in the open country

.or in towns. of less than 2,500 people. ?et is subdivided.

into the rural farm population whkch comprises all

rural residents living on farms, and the rural non-

farm population which includes the remaining ruiil'

population. The urban population comprises all persons

living in urbanized areas and in places of 2,500F or.

',,thoe outside of urbanized areas.'

Such a definition of "rural" is completely inadequate to the

real rural setting of Northern California. While Etna, Princeton,

and Williams meet the CensuBureau definition of "rural" with

populations' of less thin 2,500, Corning, Willows and many other

towns in Northern Caltfornia.do not. Yet theie communities area

by any' relevafit sociological, measureltruly rural in composition.

In the study 32 percent of the studentit at. Willows High School and

40 percent of the students at Cording High School indicated that'

they live on farms of more than 10 acres; WoMillows 11 percent-

indicated a farm.sizeof more than 500 acres; Agriculture not
. .

only dominates the economy of the towns; farthing and ranching.aw

a' way of life are fundamental 'influences in the life of the

communities. For t1 purposes of this stueI,have chosen to
;,

'Economic Development Division: U. S. Department of Agricul-
nlre. II= ;4024a aMd, social gmAiliaa aLltural la Iha
jap,!".# Part I Prepared for Committee on Government perations, '

U. S. Senate,, Ninety-Second Congress, 1971), p. Xl.

Ow,

1;1



-include Such. c,ommunitiesit believing that they are actually -rural,
an character and fully represent tho.outlao/i of rural people in
NortheFn,, California ,-

The seccind-stajor. difficulty is; of course, 1a definition, of
Change. khave chosen to'lassit the study to what rural youth and
'adults, as 'Contrasted with urban youth, ,believe change to be.

This. Ur a study.Of- human of reality rather than an
attempt to measure real change.2

%Is such a study necessary?' First, the problems- confronting
rirgl America , problems of .-poverty, housing, medical servid
edudation, are among, the most serious in the United Stiites

A
4Second, is tkie tradition, of neglect confronting .rural areas ,in an

..i.ncrealingly, urban society::
Rural, furthermore, mean& an important'aegment

of our' 'nation's population, one third. It is a sew-
metit that is-not decreasing in proportionate size,

L despite the alleged.iirbanizaticin of our society. It
is g segment that tends to be overlooked in the'se
tilies'aof preoccupation with urban crises.

0
Although sabring urban problems in our country

should hgve6top priority, the .severity 'and magnitudg
of similar problems in the development Hof ,human resource
grid in the provision of basic services and facilities
are no less impontant in rural areas.' The importance is
for rural living itself; not 'just because rural areas'
contribute so many undereducated, unskilled migrants
to urban areas.

Rural Awing people. I; includi es fainters, but
it also incl,des men and women following' every
occupation known who choose -to live beyond city limits
in housing 'subdivisions, in towns, and in the open
country., ItImeans peoile-with a strong desire for
privacy, living space and selfreliance. It 'means
people with a pride in hone'and family. It means
people looking Zor opportunity who have left the
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country'fpr the dity.- Rural Means America, our history
and much of our'dieahi.

Thus, the raval*itin&otion ia:importantbOause

it -represents-vo:niuch of whai.AM:riCa'MaSteekn161-liell

as what it 'hopei to bt. JtRural means lifet scale
.

)
that is comprehensible to the individual. It fa most

,

important that we preserve and strengthen this qption:2

L.

. ,

0

2James A. Coop, lialiegjam a 1441 -Azirst 21, gus,
(U. S. Department of Agriculture: 197 u xearbook of .Agricultliuit), a
as, quoted by Lewis R. Tamblyn in jigkil, klusjagui ja Zs, Massa
§tatos (Washington, D.C.: Rural-Education Association, 1971), p. 2.

14
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CHANGE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
D

A. Profile of. Rural` America

Population sham ram rut a ra, =Oa slum

The United States, for the first'150 years -of its ICiory a

*.

pr ominantly aural society, has emerged, in the last 50 yearc..,36-
one of the major urban societignrifithe world. 'The principal 4,
characteristic of shange in U.S. population since Werid:Wir:I hat
been urbanisation:oil "The :most signifnifica%t, and continuous,

migration over the past two decades has boon from rural to urban
areas. "2

DeclinO.n the farm population, withsconcomitant and '
dramatic rise in the urban population, his been the dominant change
in American society. "Although the rural population has remained
at about the same level, 54 million; for the past five decades,.

.the farm population has bectome a steadily Moller proportion of
it. Three-fifths of the rural population was composed of farm
people. in 1920; by 1970, the portion was only. one - fifth."3

sv reassatatiail at mama arsialsaa.
In the United States' today, contrary to widespread popular

opiniong.the.worst social -conditions prevail in the rural setting,

notiit-thO large cities of America. Rural people have been found'

to have "the highest percentage levels of poverty, the poorest

housing, the most inadequate medical care, and the lowest levels

of education."4 Certainly .the problim of poverty is of paramount

concern. "Although the total numbetof persons in farm families

'Economic Development Division: U.S. Departmont of Agriculture,
Ibg -ssown,fa Jug MAal autumn. at gnat. amar44 It rilaa Mira.
Part I trrepared for the Conlin.' on Government uperations, U.S.
Senate, Minetym.Second Congreis, Washing an: U.S: Government Printing
Office, 1971),,pel .

2Ibid

3Ibid.

4Edwurd 0. Woe -and Lewis R. Tamblyn, Avail =Mk AL IL
NAChilalla (Austin, Texas: National EducatiOnal
Laboratory rubtattis, Inc., 1 74), p. 2.

4
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below the pov rtY level is smaller than in nonfirmfamilies, the

percentwpf arsons in farm-families. in poverty remains about
twice as high s nonfam."5

DMA Ak .airiglatUSA
1. In 1950, One farm worker supplied food for 16 people;-

in 1970 he suppliedlood*for 45 people.6

2. .From 1940 to 1964i-the total number of farms in'.the

United States declined. fro6 to 3 miilion4.in 1969 the average:
size of commercial farm* (gross annual sales of $2,500 Or more) wee
554 acres..?

3. Agriculture is increasingly mechanized in the United
Mates; since 1950 farm employment has dropped from 9.9 million tto
4.6 million in 1969.8 "This decline 14 due in.part to-high

productivity rates in the.fatm sector, from increased use of me*
anization and other labor-saving technology."

4. "Theirred farm working force of 1970 (2.5 million persons)
was mostly whit* (78 percent), male.(76 pereent), and composed.of,
nonfarm residents\(73 percent). The workers were also predominantly
young (median age, 23). They were overwhelmingly of non ..migratory

status (92.percent) 010

Waal mini= in triniatlan
As any society develops from traditional to modern, six major

changes occurs

1. A more developeektechnology with a morlccomplex

division of labor.

511a Inanania Cfanditgian ausaiL &mist la tibA
1=84. op cit., p. 40. d

6Agrieultnril Extension Service: University of California,
maga Await rdawitgasayL Agriculture (University o California, /970),
pi. II.

711a &wain and §anial. Canditian, aL. Anna Amalfi in UM'1910149 na natt', PP 40, 4Z

itasza Altai/ Wilma Aisisalinan. U. re/t P.

97411 Esairia of finial Candi/inn at Anal &sant in122.92a aa sae, p. l
"Wad, p.*- 42.

16



4,

Higher levels of literacy and education.

0.
3. Cosmopolitan rather than albcalistic social

relationships, with a breakdown of kinihip relations,
" h and locality ties.

.

4. Less-primary and more secondary social relationships.
A irepter emphasis upon economic rationality.

-6. An'inckease in empathy or open mindedness toward
new roles-.

An application of these six steps in the development process-:

to U. S. rural society leads to the following major a 'eiations
in rural society:

1. An increase in farm productivity per man has been

accompanied by a decline in the number of farm people
in the U. S,,

2. Linkage of the farm with the nonfarm sector of

American society increasing.

3. Farm production is increasingly specialized.
o

4. Rural-urban differences in values are decreasing as

America, moves in the direction of a mass society.

RUpal people are increasingly cosmopolitan in their

4 social relationships dueto improved mass communications,

transportation, and the realignment of locality groups.
A

6. There is a trend toward centralization of decision
making rural public policy and in agribusiness firms.

7. Changes tn Furst social organization are in the

direction of a decline in the importance of primary

relationships (such as in locality and kinship groups)

and an increase in the importance' of iiecondary relation-
ships (such as in special interest formal4organizations,

government agencies, and business firas).11.

1101ef F. Larson and Evirett M. Rogers, "Rural Society in
Transition: The Amoriah Setting," Chapter 2-from Qug, Qhmigliag,
aural §ocier,,, James H. Copp., Editor (Ames, Iowa: Iowa State
Univeriity Center for Agricultural. and Economic Development,
Iowa State University Frees, 1964)* p. 60.

17
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4'
B. Pioftie of Rxiial California

Rilliatiirmig22..12Likar..2-2212SLUSIM

While 65, percent of the national population of more than
203 million is "metropolitan," with 35 percenr "nonmetropolitan,"

,in California, witir a popUlation of 20'million, 80 perCent are
"Metro" and 20 ?ercent ale "nonmetiv."1,

When the first U. S., census was taken in California in 1850,

there were 92,59,7 residents, of whom 57,861: were miners. Since
1860, the statefs population has doubled) every 20 yeais with but

one exception% In 1866, the inhabitants numbered '380000, of
,NALIRT only onefifth"lived in towns or,cities. Today, only aboUt

percent of the Population,live'on forms.2
.

Go

figraJlitsturatiliAgraitil...141=1S310,

A. "Of California's ldek.2 million acres, 37 million are, in
farms. However, more than fitlf'of this fariland is open range,
and less than one-third Is.croPlaAd."3 ...

2.. in the late 19301s, fagots in California averaged slightly
Moro than 200 acres with an, investment per farm of $16,000 in land
and buildings. in ip9 the average Xarm size was 617 acres with a -

value of $327,259.4

3. "California, the number one farming state in he nation
for,22 consecutive years, commercially produces about 2 0 crop and

livestock commodities, excluding nursery crops, and provides the
'United States with about 25 percent of its table foop."5

'Office of Regional and Community Develomment: Ur S. Depart
ment of HeaDth,. Education, and Welfare, lba ;441
Condition, 2L &WU, &saga fli,197944Patt ,Prepared for the
Committee on Government Operations, U. S. Senate, NinetySecond
Congress, Washington: U. S. Government Printing Office, 1971), p. 78.

2Agricultural Extension Service: University of California!
lAsueove calltozzai Axriculture, (University of California, 1970),
p 1.

311447

41111,ap p. 3.

51 id 1:04,

18
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C. Profile of Participants in Study
. it _

The age...grade dietribution of students indicated generally
twice as many in' the ninth grade as/ in the twelfth grade. Many
studieshsve been conducted and numerous explanations-offer4d as

to such a dtamatic diffeiehce'in-numhers of entering and graduating

students in
Q.

the American high schools, but it would certainly seem

plausibleto assume. that there continues to be a ,serious %Problem

)_ of students dropping out-of school.

The distribution by sex indicated half of the students were
male and half female.

.

, TABLE II

Riassilialan.a.miLicaria..12x.arat
2slassa Aimaliajjumat.(less.ttian-100% indicated no response)

ausallima

Etna 82% 5%

Princeton 4. 33 27

Willows 93 2

Corning 84 6

Williams 77 11

J. F. Kennedy 50 6

Bella Vista 91 4

Alas4 yenta l .indima

is 1%. 10%

27 12N- i 1

1 1 . 3 '
0 3. 5

2 5 5

4. 18 24 1

0 2 2

JairxibutisaiatAmuslaasajaaallid,s4'

The response to teligious preference indicates an overwhelming

preferedce for Ciitholic/Protestant. itjs interesting tonote,
hegover, that nineteen percent of the youth- indicated no religious
identification of any kind.

Eighty -one percent of the studerice indidated their parents

were married,.4 percent widow d, and fiftiin percent separated or

divorced.
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Eighty-three percdnt of.the fathers were living with their

families, thirteen percent apart from their ,families,..and 4 peicent

were deCeased.

Such high numberi of students were unable to report faultily

inComplaccurately that the results 'ire ripe regarded its valid.

Apparently theittiancial status' of the 'family is not widely
shared with the children.

Etna

Princeton

Willows

Corninik

Williams

TABLE III

-uusisigniklusLalarbm (as reported by students)
.-., Did not 'High One, more.

.. complete , school 1 Years College Post-
high school graduate, collage graduate graduate

( 18% 397. 16% - 16% ' 6%

1
37 10. 8 .2

40 20
:

11 -5

33 35 15 9 3

28 ' 32 6. 15 11 1

. * J. F. Kennedy 10 , 25 , 23 ' 26 12
Bella Vista , 13 28 23 24.., -10

(

The conclusion is thit It least in the areas surveyed the

educational level' attained by' the hither fssubstantially lower in

rare' areas as opposed to suburban -urban areas.

klaraftrL"Lar"34111411111-r4.study -

Ninety -four percent of the, mothers were living with their

families (asQcompared to eightisthree'Perbent of the fathers), 4

percent were living apart from the families (compared to thirteen

percent), and 1 percent Were deceased.''

The results of the income of mother's is not regarded as valid,

sine large numbers of students were unable to report.

A
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As o1

Did not
complete .

hi of

TABLE.IV

ongh
school

graduate

f

10'

. -

( as reported by students)
e, more
years College Post-
college- graduate graduate

Etna 14%. 52% .. 16% 10% 3%,.

'Princeton 29 42 14 ' 9 4

Willows' 16 .52 '.16 . 10 3

Corning 23 47 Aik17 9 , 3

Williams 30 37" .1-11 8. 5

J. V. Kentnedy 6 37 47 21 5

Bella Vista 12 46 19 16 -. 5
, ,

The conclusion is that, in'the areas surveyed,

level of mothers in

rural areas.

the educational

suburban -urban areas tends to be higher than in

4.1104X-11101
Rural students in the study-come from significantly* larger

families than do those youth iniurban arest-

Number of brothers/sits ere

1-2 3.4 5-6 7 or more
rural 39% 35% 15% . 11%

urban 51% 32% 12% 5%

*There.was not'a statistically significant difference within

the rural -urban subs.iroups butthosre was significant difference

between the groups.

Lfalar4"114114"2"3""
Rural students, in the study, tend to have lived in the same

area for longer period than those in urban areas.

One year
or less

rural 10%

urban

glasaalaharldium
Live in town

48%

88%

rural

urtian

2-5 6.10 11-20

20% 51% .

25 3 42

House in country

'°24%

9%

18%

20 or more

1%

0

Live on farm

28%

3%



size pf farm

11-50 acres 51-100
36% 14%

Every study of farm:sizein

indicates a long-term pattern of

0111"112"1"2211244411"412a
High school ()fie, more
graduation years college

29%

13% 25%

These results suggest a higher level of education at least

e

101.500
23%

California and the United

500 or more
27%

increase in size.

rural 25%

-arban

)

College Post+
graduation graduate

32%

41%.

7%

15%

States

#usinessi
technical

7%

6%

Anticipated among urban youth than among rural youth.

r



D. The Impact of Change

2112-2"SUILI1911114-2bail"
There is. consistently strong agreement that not only is the

United States rapidly changing but that the rate of change will

be even greater in the future (23, 25). There is further agreement

that whAe change is inevitable, tlkle pace should probably be

slower .to allow people more time to adjust (28, 29). Thist,

ambivalence toward social change, that it is actually, accelera-

ting but should be slower; is especially strong among rural

residents. O

12

A consistently definite belief, that American society is not

a progressively better place in which to live, is combined with a

serious`question about the value of change (24, 26). There is a

conviction that our, society is not resolving 'its more "serious.

social problems (38). This disenchantment .with change as progress

would seem to raise real questions both about perceptions of the

value of change and the American sense ofithe futuie.

1122-'121W3"2"2"212"gigall
Both rural and urban youth concur, with strong rural adult

agreement, that the psychological implications of rapid social

change inlinerican life are negative. Feelings of confusion and

Uncertainty about changing'secial values and structures indicate

problems of adjustment ,and direction (27, 30). Perhaps an unsettled'

'condition is inevitablevevenhealthy, in a period of rapid change,'

but. there is a feeling the psychological price may be too high.

Uncertainty about the future, especially among the young, suggests

a less stable sense of traditional patterns of behavior and

purpose (61, 62). The divided, predominantly negative feelings
4

about.the future, the lack of optimism, the sense of personal

confusion, indicate both youth and adults in this study feel

overwhelmed by the onslaught 'of change (68, 69).

0
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decided. So there is a weakening of the old belief that individual
integrity and courage, especially in the country, mean very much
in the progress of America. There is still a fierce, and proba1,90

defensive conviction that individual resolve should matter, but ;

there is a real and growing awareness that it actually doesn't:
So the rural American waits for whatever is to come next, knowing

the "farm vote" doesn't matter much anymore, and knowing, too,.
that urban life changes constantly with an ever wilder net of
influence and control.

Still, the optimism of the country is hard to vanquish'.

Somehow, even with a plethora of change, most of it bad, we will
make .it through, we will somehow manage. We always have, we
always will. There is less tendency, even when discouraged, to

give up. Perhaps, having fought the elements for so long, the
rural American is less willing to capitulate to the enormous

ti/1.

13

The rural, perception of change is characterized by greater
caution, a sense of inevitability, atd, paradoxically14.0 more

traditional optimism.

The rural sense of caution about 'anything new is not com-
parable to a contemporary urban sense of personal fear for 'safety.

It is a spirit 4f realism that has learned, in a life with the
limp, the elements, and the uncertain power of mature, to approach'
decisions carefully and deliberately. But once the decision to

accept or do something different is made, it is resolved with a
willing acceptance of the consequenees. Rural life accepts

change more cautiously but withigreater constancy than the urbanite
does or possibly can.

There is, however, a. rural mood of inevitability abobt change,
a feeling that the profound changes occuring in American life are
essentially urban in context., While the farmer recognizes and

accepts the tremendous benefits of technology and while the rural

community has enjoyed the advances of mass transportation, mass
communication, and the innumerable gadgets of manufacturellthere
is a feeling that these changes are from the cityliand that it is
there, not the countryside, that our cultural future is to be

%1
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forces of social change, no matter how overwhelming. The steady,

self-reliant charactert.born of the soil, of the rural, American has

" deep roots in a tradition ofboth.courage'and hope.

b

With strong rural adult agreement, rural youth agree,-while

urban youth in this study are divided, about the need to retUrd to

more traditional American values (31). Probably the oldar.The

person and the more rural the environment, the greater the'

resentment at rapidly' changing values in American life.

Rural American life in the past has exemplified traditional

Christian virtues. There simply cannot be any full.appreciation

for rural values apart from a recognition of the profound influence

of Christianity. Broadly, ,there are two large dimensionsAo this

heritage. First, .is the tradition' of determined and sacrificial

courage.. Rural men and women have been willing tq give much, and

to give up much for what they believe. Strength of character,

determination for what they believe is rigit, a staunch morality,

all exemplify the Christian virtue of courage. The desire has
;

been, not for an ultimate luxury or lei:lure, but for sufficient

prosperity to survive and build for the future, not of their own

especially but for that of-Ptheir children. Simple honesty,

serious determination,) the courage to face life, hardship, and

the future without. fear all imply the strength demanded by

Christian tradition and the land.

The other, even more profound, Christian virtue is compassion.

The individual must face life with courage but must, es well,

express compassion to his fellows, knowing life is hard for most.

Soo'kindness, quiet generosity, sympathy for the plight of those

who suffer have also characterized the rural paste And one

might hope that these simple virtues might not,soOn be lost.

2S
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Sqientifii-disCoVery is yiewed the cause of most social .,'"

change, at least among youth (32). The surprisingly divided

opinion of rural,adults may be interpreted both as a belief that

change ii ,much more extensive ehin simply, the role of sciencOn
sociosiy and also that a historical cause- effect relationship

between science and the modern technological state' is not

understood or accepted.

When:the farmer began to mechaniie his war against the

ferocious odds of nature, the character of rural life began a

long, irreversible process of change. .Technology may have aided
,arming toward spectacular economic success;, it has certainly .

changed the farmer., _he is now mechanic, businessmen,, even social

engineer; no longer are the best tools his hands and his

Impersonal mechanization, complex and interdependent social

planner and participant, the modern failmer is more concerned
about be American housewife and the price of tractors than he

is with standing alone:and with courage. There is a deep,,

restkess bitterness among many farmers who sense that they too

are now but a cog in a large social machine. The farmer is

caughtbeeweeb Washington and the houseWife his decisions are

increasingly made for him by professors, taxpayers and supermarket

shoppers. So the old becomes quaint, and life on the farm becomes

d

more andmore like life anywhere else.

Demi/x.114 .

There is ,strong disagreement with the view that family life

N
will. be of ,little importance in the future (33). Apparently the

widespread publicity of sexual freedom end the rise ins divorce has

4one1ietle to shake the view that the family, as the basic 4sti-
tution of societY4 will survive.

2 6
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The divided opinion of. rural .and urban,youth,' as opposed

to the strong concurrence of rural adults, about the incrtase of .

leisure id the future suggests that the young are at least'
uncertain about the demise of work as; central in American life (34).

4
1'he strong response of ruraladultsmay reflect a concern' for

the :diminished place of the ethic of work. , Such, a perception

.would view with hostility the increase of leisure, at least

for others, as the 'equivalent of a "lazy" society.

The, traditional concept ocasciplined effort,. hard

even struggle and hardthip. as an important value,still dominates

rural life.. Sincere efforts determined effort, will ordinarily

result in eventual success and:happiness. Most of lifeuchild-

hood, youth,ithe adult years, is preparation. A serious view of

means eventual. reward., Any attempt to encourage children to:

simpl joy childhood rather than to'learn:to work hard, to learn,

to spare, is viewed as soft, corrupt and damaging to the future

of the c d. Too much pleasantness, too much enjoyment or

laughter probably means too much waste of time, lack of effort,'

and failure. to build for the future_. ;;There is even a. feeling that
the harder, the tougher the experienceeof childhood and youth the

stronger and the better will be the man. It is 'a sober, even

Somber view of life. Hardship is not only not to beavoided, it'

is accepted as a worthy preparation for life. Most admired is

the man who has faced hardship,. survived, prospered and won.

Easy living or oisy, riches are seen as a cheap success.

I_ndivviidual meanie:
o

In responie to a queition about the value of the individual

in the future, almost half of the rural and urban youth in the

study agree that individual meaning will decline (35). Such a

perspective, of an increasingly imperional society, would seem to

be a threat to any real hope of personal meaning or fulfillment.

- j
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Any attempt to identify the character of traditional rural
life must center on independence. The relative freedom from crowds

and controls, noise, speed, and change; the freedom to succeed or
to fail. /Oral life 'has always implied a necessary courage to face

the odds of nature, the opponents of heat and cold,-.rain and snow
sand drouth. Man against wilderness, man conquering 'nature has

always meant a lonely struggle, a willingness to meet fierce odds

and, competing, to win with courage or to lose with dignity.

Individipalism has always been the one great strand binding rural
life into families, farms, chUrches, bUsinesses, and communities.

Each doing what is expected or, better, each doing what he
expects of himself. Selfinitiative, personal responsl.bility,

acrd work with a purpose, determination, an almost sevete self

discipline--all these traits of rural character imply an admira-
tion of strength or power. The softer virtues have ordinarily

been a psychological luxury as man has set out to conquer the

elements, the soil, even himself.

C11=2131111111t.

Both the view that the size of government will increase andr.
uncertainty, at least-among youth, about the rOle of goverpment

in 4merican society, suggest confusion about the 'American political
t-process (369'37). Rural adult hostility ``t "big government" probably

should be expected but, youthful uncertainty` about the meaning of

government in the fuiure raises a prOlem about clear definition of

democratic processes.

Youth and

Rural youth and adults as well as urban y th strongly agree

that the young are more receptive to change than are adults (59, 60).

Paradoxically, there is very real uncertainty about the prospect

for youth in the future (65, 66, 67). Rural adults believe the
quality of life for the young will be significantly worse in the
future. Rural as well as urban youth have little clear sense of A

better future; it is perhaps well, then, that the young do see

themselvesas more capable of adjustment to change.
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Rural yoUth are caught in a cruel dilemma: fast-paced,

changing Aderican society.communicates, through its media, a

reality which contradicts the placid, secure world of rural

traditions. They always see, through the sociological magic of

television, a youthful vision which makes their-local world seam

conventional and dull.. Even the problems and lurid tragedies. of -

urban life project, if. suffering and uncertainty, as well

excitement and power and success. They look from a rural world

of tradition, of the stability of words and the even greater

stability of personality,to the colorful chaos of the urban

psyche. It is hard, especially for the young, to resist the

siren _call of change, a Change which seems to have forever

abandoned the small towns and distant farms of the past. It

,/ is the city; it is the urban masses where contemporary rife really

happens. As often as the media communicate any images of rural

life it is a life which is in the past, it is quiet, even somber,

it is a life of romantic tranquility. For rural youth the

placidity of the small town and farm may better but it is

difficult not to believe that the risks an uncertainty, the

multi-hued dimengions of dress and speoc nd activities are

not more exciting. For most rural youth there is not an open

rebellion to the moods of tradition which encompass 'their lives,

but a quiet yearning, a subtle reqlessness which is growing:

there is an anticipation of change which is ominous to the

survival of a distinctive rural culture.

2ariaLialltiMariana
Ftriilly, there is substantial uncertainty that the

institutions of American society are viable or able, any

longer, to cope with social Change (70).

At
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"YI love thelland to plant things and see

itgrowi and you enjoy the hard work that goof!' with

it. That's farming. I think any farmer loves the

land. I don't think you'd ever make a good farmer

unless you really enjoyed doing it or working with

it. I don't think I'd care to do inything else0.

Bill Hammer, Sr.

an Illinois farmer

4

.--"--117"--m.thieTfebermang IA= Agx (New York: Harry N. Abrams,
Inc., Pub., 1974), p. 30.
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E. The City and the Country: A Contrast

ESAIS1211LIEMAIMISZILAIlriatia2i0121111

All involved in the study, urban as well as rural participants,

strongly agree that a small town simply has fewer serious problems

,than a large city (39). However, recent social statistics indicate

a rapid rise in Crime as well as other problems in rural areas

which, proportionately, are at least as serious as urban problems.

It can be speculated bat there is a, traditional rural tendency

to mask many problems while, paradoxically, exaggerating others.

in a small rural community an infrequent murder is likely to be

Wr bigger news than in a large city but racial prejudice

cyAinarily would be more subtle less visible but just as real

as in an urban setting.

aka.S.ragirial

There is strong agreement that a cautious, more conservative

approach to change prevails in rural areas (40, 41). The larger

isstae is rural hostility- to change. Generally, thrOgh numerous

interviews with rural youth and adults, the conclusion is that

the rural mood is more that of caution than hostility. The fear.

of rural Americans is directed more at urban life than at change

was such. The attitude is that change in American life is too

urban in its orientation and that such change is therefore

generally bad. t J
The rural life Of even pre19400s has largely disappeared.

Corporate forming, with even the family farm now big business,

has replaced the family firm of the past. The mass media, chain

stores, the automobile aIl'have competed against the localism,of

-the ruralitpast. Am yet with the massive invasion of contemporary

urban life into twat America now largely accomplished, there

remmtns a strong, even growing perspective of rural life and /

tradition which seems to' deny the changes which -have and are

occurring. 1. is as though, to preserve the rural enterprise of

31
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yesterday,ithat there is .a deliberate deniel that that enterprise

is more than threatened: There is the determined perceptioin,

-almost self - deception, that nothing important has realkyvhanged.

So there is a defensive mood, a determined resistance to change,

and a belief that rural ,life is still distinctive, better, and

lastingl, if only the city of mass media can be held off. To

pretend nothing important, has tealy changed may make it so

little longer. but rural life is fundamentally different from

its traditions and is increasingly-caught-vp in the stream of a

pervasive urban culture. The rural past is past and neither the

defensive determination to preserve it from within nor urban

nostalgia about its power as a meanin4ful alternative will bring'.

it back.

6laraw....XIMALJLLS
There is -consistently strong agreement that people in small

towns are more open and friendly than people in large cities (42).

Further there is the perception, both by rural and urban participants

in the study, that,rural life is slower, more cam and peaceful

than urban life (49). Even urban youth tend to agree with rural

youth that. independence andself..reliance are more valued in

rural areas (50). Finally, rural people are perceived to be more

direct and honest than city people (51).

ObvioUsly, there is the issue of whether these characteristics,

of simplicity, honesty, calMness, and independence, continue.to be

.signiticant'values in a contemporary urban society. To the extent

that a slower, more peaceful way of life is a viable alternative

in American society, the Overwhelming conclusion is that rural life

best affords the opportunity for such a choice.

L11122121=214X49XIi=1
In response-to the statement that large cities have more

activities for youth than do small towns, it is interesting to

not that rural adults most strongly agree but less than half of

the urban youth in the study concur (43). The frequent observation

in the interviews of rural youth that there is simply less to do in

a small town was generally contradicted by urban youth who said

they would enjoy rural outdoor activities. It seems truly

32
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unfOrtunate that both' groupshave so little opportunity to

experience, at least occasionally, the other environment.

Laara111surialsiLialagraxiaz
Overwhelmingly, rural adults agree that ttisiquality 4 rural

life is impraving.(44). But rural and urban youth `are far less
certain. It is possibly rural adults are more inclined to view
pairessin historical terms, remembering how hard rural life-

often was in the past.A In contrast, youth map be more inclinedf

to:view the present in terms of an anticipated future and to be

far more skeptical that progress is inevitable.

22
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AmlaramaxlcsuaLlak
There is general agreement that rural communities are not

o

too isolated from the mainstream of American culture (45). There
is agreement among rural youth and adults that their communities'

are not changing as rapidly as turban America. A majority of

urban youthOhowever, believe their connunities are changtn at

the same tempo as the rest of the society (46). Further, rural

yoUth and adults concur that their communitiecare not being
swallowed up in the sameness of)social conformity,, but continue

to be relatively different from urban society (47). These

perceptions suggest a rural way of life which continues to be a

genuine alternative to an urbanized society' an alternative

affording social distance and independence.

With those who prefer the city, or at least cannot escape

from it, and those who are truly rural in their life and residence,

there is a growing number of Americans who seek the best of both;

"suburbanite" living at the fringes, of the city is a development

in American culture refi4cting the need for greater space and

greater freedom.

Most concur that large numbers of city people would prefer the

alternative of rural life (48). There is a fear that rural

communities are threatened by an onslaught of tourists and urban
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.
, ...

.expatriafes (53); Also, ,large recreational developments are viewed

s yet another threat to r4611.ifanqUIlity (54). So the very
.

.

/
attraction of a rural alternative is perceived as a real threat to

its sirvival. One of the most significant challenges to the
. future of American society will be to make possible to many more

Americans the way of life rural society implies but not, at the

same timev.me,- crush that alternative under a burden of numbers.
:

Rural areas can attempt to develop an alternative style of

work and living to the urban American scene. Les's:hectic, more

quiet, rural life can r a renewing 'experience for the urban
.

expatriate. Many in the future will seek out the small town as
, .i.

a better, more wholesome place to live'and "raise.a family."

ut they will not, nor should they try, to escape responsibility

or urban America and international involvement. .

/ Not only will the country b. an alternati4e place to live,
et

Ur. ii, Lex, it will emerge as'the sphere of leisure activity for

the many. As resources, especially fossil fuels, become increasingly

scarce, shorter trips, closer locations will be increasingly '

sought out. The "countryside", must be seen as among the most

valuable resources.of our industrialized society. A, few cannot

possess most of the land; quiet, clear skies, and the serenity of

23

the land are the right of all.

Rural communities will experience profound tension and change

as they gradually and grudgingly recognize they are an integral

part, a responsible resource of the whole of our technological

society. Everyone has a right to the country. No one can

escape urban responsibility by flight. "A house divided" is a

perspective rural Americans have yet to face.

An even more pervasive social responsibility of rural

America is the implied. alternative it offers to our urban culture.
..

Do we remain convinced that the technological direction we have

chose is still the beet or even a viable choice? Are we willing

to face the alternative implied in rural life? A drastic reduction
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ofmational power and international supremacy, a quest for serenity,

a dikciplined yet not authoritarian social structure - thin is

probably not.an appealing alternative to, a city- dwelling society

that would be 41ad for quiet but not at the price that rural life

traditionally has demanded. We are probably too committed to our

technological, urban, affluent, and powerful status to reject it

in order to save either the environment or ourselves.

So ruralAmorica is faced with a future, more and more

absorbed,by the° dominance of urban patterni and as a "recreational"

`'resource for the whole.

Science and tpe_fuilv farm

Larger, corporate farming in the future is seen as one result

of scientific technology applied to agriculture (56). While there'

is overwhelming concurrence thai science has been a great boon to

the American farmer, there is a belief that the family farm will

gradually disappear (57, 58). Whether the demise of the family

farm is viewed as an unfortunate byproduct of technology or the

result of a corporate outlook by those families who have survived

as farmers in a corporate society, the only ones who seem to

express much regrei are the' city duellers yearning for "a garden

and a cow." It is possible, if there is ever to be a renaissance

of family farming in corporate America that it will come from thole

who have fled the city, not from the vast businesses that are less

farms than corporations.

Ereference,for the coup- try

Perhaps nostalgic, even wistful, is the overwhelming

preference for, rural life, not only by rural adults and youth,

but by moat of the urban youth who'participated in the study (64).

Even for the contemporary, sophisticated urban American there

would still seem to be a need for roots, for a meaning not easily

found in an environment cut off from the earth 'and things which grow.

There is an American vitality that hael been largely rural in

our national past. That cultural dynamic has been largely dissipated,

so that contemporaky American life is uncertain and troubled.
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A " luralistic" society is a society in transition: there is no

his orical antecedent for the assumption that a'pluralistic society

is of a divided and temporary society. An explosion of urban

culture has doomed thp traditions of rural life in America.

Stability, individuality, and a large peisonal freedom are no

longer possible in an interdependent, technological society.

While it is admirable to recognize and respect what has been lost,

it will do little good to attempt to impose on modern Americo

.what is past. What was once fieeli-accepted could. now only be

harshly imposed. It is a useless struggle.- A new vision, a

new dynamic may emerge which will bring myth and meaning to urban .

kmerica but the ways of the country and the small town'are gone,

forever.

Never has there been such a dramatic human moveMent .

as the one that settled America. There wes,no bariier --

not fear nor mountains, nor forests, nor emptiness

The world has never known such courage, such creativity,

and finally such abundance. Certainly, it wad the

people who did it. But just as certainly it was this (

land that made it possible --

Those wonderful simplicities are not lost,

Just buried. Time and events may uncover them --

My feeling is that we teeter now on the brink.

We can rescue ourselves and begin' to heal our land,

our nation. Or we can plunge 'on carelessly consuming

ourselves into oblivion --

Now the challenge is not ti win a lend or enlarge

it, but to preserve it.1

1Hugh Sidey, "Our Country and the Search for Community,"
Today's Aillreirjaa. 65:1, January, February, 1976, pp.1841.

a
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CHANGE tA AMERICAN EDUCATION

711-02.11920421
chance in education

While both rural and- urban youth tend to agree that the public
.11

schools are changing too slowly, rural adults disagree,(71). Yat

most, youth and adults, concur that schools'will be radically

different in 'the future (72). Further, there is consistent

disagreement with the:view that , contemporary education is

basically unchanged from that of:the parents in the study (73).

While youth are divided on the question of whether schools resist

change, rural adults dis)sgree (74). These responses suggest,'

among both rural and urban yolith, a probably traditional impatience'

with the tempo of change in education. ARut it is interesting to

note that they perceive their educatiOnal experience at Aifferont

from that of their parents, ind, 'further, that they antics ate

major change in the futuke. Rural adult responses indicat

not surprisingly, a probably growing fear that the school, are

already too much a vehiCle, Wen an 'instigator, of social as well

as educational change.

WasuaajoiLsimum
While -the youth in the study tend'toagree that the'schools

should be wen more involved in social change, rural adults are

evenly divided in their opinions (75). There is strong agreement

among all participants in the study (ninety..five percent of the

turpi adults agreed), however, that the public schools continue'

to-be a very important part of American life (77). it would seem

that rural adults strongly support public schools as a traditional

tdstitution in,American society even while exppessing,concern,

even hostility, over its nature and content.i Of course, rural

adults disagreed as strongly as'youth agreed that students should

h$441 a greater voice in running the schools (80). .So there is

apparently still a feeling that ifts`sdhools should remain a strong

and viable part of American life but real Confusion over what

should be the role of the schools in society. .
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kragiElnlaastiLzagralast
Youth in the study are evenly divided and rural adults

disagree that the schools are effectively preparing the young

for a rapidly changing world (78). There is moderaa.agreement

among students, but definite adult disagreement, that the schools

are offering adequate vocational preparation (79). However,. there

is consistent agreement that adults tend to value education more

than youth (80., Finally, there is consistent and strong

agreement that the schools should concentrate on preparing youth

to cope with change (99). This suggests a view that formal

education will continue to be important as a vehicle for Learning

to adjust to and cope with Aisrican society in the future.

gausialmiazabau
While rurai.adults strongly concur in the need to- emphasize

morikl and ethical.instruszion, youth are uncertain in their

responses (82).

gstatzsmassiaLlialsa
A majority of participants in the study agree that the

:schools should encourage more discussion of controversial issues

(83) . Whether this spiritoof openness to inquiry would long

survivelim:an atmosphere of strong local tensions over a social

concern'or in in attempt to implement debate with action, is

seriously open to question, however.

gdailakLiagiaLfirlaWal
There is widespread support for the view that rural scholas

generally loveless equipment and facilities than large city

schools (85). HoweverAa majority believe students will dpOnd

less time in formal classroom setting in the future (93),

perhaps alleviating the need for such massive expenditures on

public school facilities: Supporting this view is the opinion

expressed by 'youth in the study (rural" adults disagree) that

students should be more involved in the dommunity and less in

the classroom (90.,
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gbaniziaiasurisismlana

1141L
While student tend to disagree, rural adults support the

view that school uld have harder academic standards (86).
%

Su4h a,view probably reflects a gradually emerging national

consensus about education, a consensus that is essentially con-

servative. The public mood seems to support a greater emphasis

on basics, more.rigoroue standards. of achievement, and a sterner

measure of discipline. Needless to say, a whole' currant generation

of educators will probably disagree, but attempt, if grudgingly, .;

to implement the public will.

An obvious contradiction is the popular view that schools

uhould offer many new and different subjects (90). Thisparadpx

of a stern academic rigor as against the interests of students

ancf the relevance of subjects, will almost certainly result in

even further educational confusion. Reflecting this academic

Confusion is the divided opinion, reflected both by youth and .

adults, as to whether the current. curriculum is relevant to the

future (91). Youth, however, agree far more than rural adults

that the curriculum should emphasize the future rather, than the

I ,

past (95). While itcould be suggested that the future is

synonymous with uncertainty and therefore properly the province

of the young, the more serious issue is the obvious fear of many

adults that with the demise of the past, at least as a heritage

of social cahsciougness, there may be no future worth learning

abott.

It is entirely possible that the schools ate asked too much:

to conserve our tradition4 against a youthful perspective

increasingly hostile to the past, but #1so to cope having only

the seemingly meagre tools of your heritage, language,'the arts and

the sciences, history with a future rapidly overwhelming us.

I would venture the personal opinion that the schools, as

tempting as the siren call of "futurism" may be (and, of course,

the miriad attendants of "relevance," "individualized" instruction,

and the other paraphernalia' of philosophical uncertainty), are

faced with the real challenge of a continuing to do what, alone,
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the school traditionally has done reasonably well. To impose the

past, lovingly if possible but to impose it nonetheless, is the

one function education has ever been able to carry out with any

0 merit. To change society, to repare.for the future is the heady

stuff of dreams and political ratOry but not a particularly

substantial basis for a public school curriculum. Now it can

certainly be argued that the t a given us by our-heritage,

essentially the tools of ration discourse and compassionate

belief. are too tenuous to cope with the furies of our ;future,

but they are the only real tools we haVo. if our schools spend

thei possibly narrow but hopefully functional work of teachingjin

very uch more time debating their mpaningrather than fulfilling

history (in the fullest sengT)i then educators may have less to

fear from a confused and angry electorate than from a future

beyond the cOntrol.of civilized processei.

gbillaISLtallie giagariAda
. Rural adults disagree that teachers continue totilize the

same teaching methods they have in the past (8). In attempting

.

to speculate about future methods of teaching there is real

uncertainty (88, 89), but there is general agreement that media

instruction will be far more important (92). Such results

probably indicate less that adults are sensitive to changes in

methods than that they continue to suspect a relationship

betweeri'Oerceived social upheaval in American society and the

activities of.teathers in the classroom. 1, The schools-are tome-

how felt to be a major cause of social turmoil.

The point made by Marphall McLuhan is apt in relation to

the attitudes ofvural adults toward the schoks: he studies

changes which he doesn't necessarily like. Community support

for the schools is more for what they have been not necessarily

for what they are becoming.
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A final point in relation to Athods of teaching: the

substitution of epistemology for metaphysics has benefited

philosophy about as much as the substitution of process for

meaning and, purpose in AmericanImblic education. How teachers

teach is still a subservient concern to what they teach and
why. Whether teachers in the future use books or films or
"brand X" (yet to be developed by some School of yucation), is
probakly iestiimportant than the crisis of meaning which already

pervades the educational establishment.

laialtisLoasalas. a

A majority(of rural adults concur that adult education will
be more significant in the future (94).

AribasLNuinsiituiltlaimaridara
Do most teachers understand and endoy young people? Rural

students and parents thought se but urban youth were divided in
opinion (96). Again, when asked whether school is an enjoyable

experience for students, rural participants agreed it was but

urban yoith were almost evenly divided (97). Wherever greater

persotil meaning and fulfillment ruril youth4ind in school

is possibly reflected in the strong urban feeling t the

individual student should'receive more attention the future (100).

1
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Conclusion
°(

auslissia =Wag=
. 1. While therp-is agreement that the United States is a

rapidly changing-culture, there is a,,genuine,fear:that social

change is too rapid, that the pace of ctange is damaging to

American life. Especially among rUralltdults there is a strong

feeling that traditional values, the beliefs which sustaimlife,

are being lost. 7

2. There is the belief that ,,rural life is more tranqUil,

more open and honest, and-more friendly and caring thanurban

America. But there is a widespread fear that city-migrants,'

large recreational developments, and corporate agribusiness will

invade and destroy traditional rural life..

3. While there is strong agreement that the schools are a

vital part of Ameiican life there is obvidus uncertainty and

disagreement about the proper role of the schools in the future.'

Thit school*, as all of American society, will radically change

seems widely accepted but there is little agreement alto the

direction and content of change.

In sum, the rural communities surveyed express pride in the

traditions of rural life but-there is a strong perception thit

these values are seriously threatened in a rapidly changing Urban

culture. Pride and resentment, Uncertainty.andanger, fear and

hope all seem charaCteristic of rural attitudes about a changing

society.

A.22=2011LSRDS131112M

There is a current nostalgia for the: alternative of a "rural"

way of life: there is both a concern for the many harsh realities

of urban life and a renewed nostalgia for the many myths of our

Amoricanxural past. There is a feeling, in the midst of difficult

times, that' we have lost something.
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There is a new awareness of the very real problems as well

as the'genuine prospects of rural America: our society contains

no greater poverty or illiteracy, no worse health problems or more .

outmoded social structures than in rural America; but nowhere else -"-

does our society contain greater social stability or more personal.

meaning and-opportunity for social involvementthan "in the country."

The rural alternative of work and life should gradually emerge,

in the coming decade, as a limited but increasingly clear and

important choice. We are inevitably technological and urban as a

culture. There cannot be, nor should there be, a turning back to

the "good old days." They ;fever really existed other than in the

myths of our deceptive memories. But there can be, indeed must.

be, alternative patterns of fulfillment - not escape from our

problems but of alternative ways to a responsible life, whether

city, suburbs, or country.

The pluralistic, transitional nature of American culture

suggests that there is no return to the simpler, less hectic life

of our rural past. But our fluid social condition also implies a

culture not only changing but in movement toward an as yet unclear

"post-modern" condition. The new stability will be very different

from our rural past but such a future gam ja deeply influenced by

its rural heritage. I believe our rural tradition presents a way

oof life which was at once more free and more fulfilling than

the contemporary urban sprawl. But that past indicates the

possibility of an urban renaissance in which the man of the city

could become as well the man of sky and earth and freedom. I

think there is little possibility, at-least from my perception of

history, for such a renewed future, but there is a possibility.

There could be arehaissance of rural meaningin the midst of our

inevitable urban future. If there could still be, in 2000 A.D.,

a place to grow flowers, a sky which is blue, and men who can

still dream, our past will not be irrevocably wasted or lost.
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The rain begins to fall and the earth, parched, weary, is

refreshed. The rolling, tumbling grey clouds blot out the blue

sky. There is a mood of rest and of turmoil past. So the

farmer stands, gazing at the large drops falling on the fallow

fields. Harvest ended, it is time now to rest. Before a

roaring fire to dream, to plan,to hope. New plantings, yet

harder work, sweat and a cool drink, of water, all lie ahead.

But for now, rest, He knows, beyond knowledge, that endings

need not be forelorn. Grey and storms, winter wind and raging

sky do not forever hide spring and birth and life. For the

urban dweller who forever works inside the walls of a factory

or an office, who watches, within yet more walls of his home,

from a box, pictures of distant realities, it may be too late.

Too late to dream, to work for the loving of work, to be a man.

But we must, in the face of our rural roots, rage against

despairowe can plant a seed:walk through the grass before we

spend our time forever mowing it. We can try, however diffi-

cult, the large work of harnessing our technological, bureau-

critic momentum. We can cry out for human meaning in the midst

of our vast institutions. And if all else fads, we can,

each of us alone, demand of ourselves that we' serve our real

humanness without fear.

Then the land may yet flourish again.
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Postscript

Recently I had the opportunity to visit the once small rural
community in Colorado where I completed high school. years ago.
Today, a. town once many miles fiom Denver; it has been swallowed
up by the city. Now, nothing more.than* a huge suburb, the city
readouts to the very edges of what was once. my parent's farm.

I remember, while in high school,:the excitement and pride
we all felt when the community, mostly: of retired farmers,
reached a population of 2,500 and qualified for the status of
"town." I remembe; 4-H and FFA, the annual Fall "Harvest
Festival," thirbigtaocial, agricultural event of the year. I

remember "Smitty" the Police Chief (with a force of three men,
including himself) warning us about driving too fast the
worst crime in town. Of course, there was the Senior Prom
and high school teachers (some good, some bad, some new, some

, old) who were among the nicest, if-strictest people I have ever
known.

There was no television and the movie house was. only open
on weekends. It got cold, awful cold in the winter, especially
with outdoor plumbing. Hay was pitched with a fork, the family
cow was milked by hand, and chores were a tiresome but necessary
burden. We worked with our hands mostly and sweat was never a
surprise. I still remember, now over 25 years later, the last'
team of mules I would ever see, cutting the hay on my folk's
place.

One yeir the well went dry, my senior year in high school,
and we were too poor to drill a new well. So, for a year we
hauled water and took a bath in a tub in the kitchen. That was
my bath, a good one too, for the Senior Prom.

Then my brother went into the Navy and I went sway to
college. We dreamed, both of us, of returning some day to the
farm. It was going to be a herd of polled Herefords and a good
life farming together.

We never returned.

Now my parents are buried in a cemetery looking out over the
fields they loved to the Rockies. The last time I was there it
was winter and there were no leaves on the trees: It was quiet,
a/mOst solemn and the sky was blue, unusual for Denver these days.

While there are still the memories of those days when the
family and the farm went together, it is over now, past into a
heritage few seem to have time to remember anymore.

I believe those times are worth remembering if only to
remind us of what we once weJe and dreamed we might be.
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Attitude Survey
(Student Form)

This survey is intended to compare theattitudes of rural youth with those

of rural adults about change in American society and education. It is not

a survey of change as such but is rather a survey of your feelings and

attitudes about change.

The following statements have no "right", or "wrong" responses. The survey

is intended to obtain your personal opinion. Your response will be
anonymous and your full and thoughtful responses will be appreciated.

Please write only on the response sheet by marking each response firmly
with the penc you have been provided. Please do al write on the survey
instrument since it will be used again. You may,erase, completely, and

mark a different response, Thank you.

1. Age, (A.) 111-15 (B.) 16 (C.) 17 (D.) 18 (E.) 19 and older

2. Sex, (A.) Male (B.) Female
......j. Grade, (A.) 9 (B.) 10 (C.) 11 (D.) 12

4. Race, (A.) Caucasian (B.) Mexican-American (C.) Black

(D.) Oriental (E.) Indian
5. Religions (A.) Catholic (B.) Protestant (C.) Jewish (D.) other

(E.)
6. Parents, Marital

none
Status (A.) Married (B.) Widowed (C.) Separated

/ or divorced
7. Fathers (A.) Living with family (B.) Living apart from family

(C.) Deceased
8. Fathers Age (A.) 30-39 (B.) 40-49' (C.) 50-59 (D.) 60-69

(E.) 70 and older
9. Fathers Occupation (Write in the occupation after "Institution" at

top of response sheet.)
10. Father, Annual Income (A.) Less than 10,000 (B.) 10,000-15,000

(C.) 15,000-20,000 (D.) 20,000-30,000 (E.) More than 30,000

11. Yather, Level of Education (A.) Did not complete high school (B.)

High school graduate (C.) One or more years of college
(D.) College graduate (E.) Post-graduate work

12. Mothers (A.) Living with family (B.) Living apart from family

(C.) Deceased
13. Mother, Age (A.) 30-39

11013
.) 40-49 (C.) 50-59 (D.) 60-69

(E.) 70 and o
14. Mothers Occupation ( rite in the occupation after "Course" at top

of response sheet.
15. Mothers Annual Income (A3 Less than 5,000 (B.) 5. 000-10.000

(C.) 10,000 - 15,000 (D.) 15,000 - 20,000 (E.) More than 20,000

16. Mothers Level of Education (A.) Did not complete high school
(B.) High school graduate (C.) One or more years of college 1

(D.) College graduate (E.) Post-graduate work
17. Number of brothirrs/listerso (A.) 1-2 (B.) 3-4 (C.) 5-6 .(D.) 7 or

more
18. My length of time in present community, (A.) one year or less (B.) 2-5

years,.(C.) 6-10 years (D.) 11-20 years (E.,) more than 20

years
19. Homes (A.) Town (B.) Farm (C.) House in country
20, Size of farm in acres (A.) Less than 10 acres (B.) 11-50 (C.) 51-100

(D.) 101-500 (E.) Over 500 acres
21,Your anticipated future occupation (Write in the occupation after 49

"Date" at top of response sheet.)
22. Level of education you intend to completes (A.) High school graduation

(B.) One or more years of college (C.) College graduation
(D.) Post-graduate work NNOLY Business/technical school



Check (on the response sheet) Strongly No Strongly.
Agree -Agree Opinion Disagree Disagree_

A -,B

Society and Change ,
23. The-Milted States is one of the most rapidly changing nations in the

world.
24. The United States is progressively becoming a better place in which

to live.
25. The United States will change even more rapidly in the future,

26. Most social changes are good and social change should be constant.

27. Rapid social change is emotionally upsetting to people.

28. Change is inevitable, nothing can be done to .itop.it.
29, Change should be slower so people could have time to adjust.

30. The United States is changing too rapidly; peOple are unsettled

and confused.
31, The United States should return to its tradittthal values.

32. Most change today is the result of scientific discovery.

33. Family life will be of little importance in the future.

34. In the future less time will be spent at a job; there will, be more

leisure time.
35. The individual will be of less value in the future.

36. Government in the United States will get constantly larger in the future.

37. People expect too much from government; there is too little personal

responsibility.
38. Most of our serious social problems are gradually being solved.

39. There are fewer serious problems in a small town than in a large city.

40, A large city changes more readily than a small town.

41. People in a small town are more conservative, less likely to change than

people in a laige city.
42. People in small towns are more open and friendly than people in

large cities.
43. A large city has more activities for young people than a small town,

44. The quality of rural life in the United States is improving.

45. Rural communities are too isolated from the rest of American-life.

46, My own town is changing-is rapidly as the rest of the United States.

47, My own town is becoming more and more like every other city in

America.
48. Large numbers of city people would like to move to a Small town.

49. Rural life is slower, more calm and peaceful than urban life.

50, Rural people put greater value on independence and self-reliance
than people in cities,

51. Rural people tend to be more direct and honest than city people.

52. City people are too mobile; they move around too much.

53. Rural towns are, in danger from too many tourist* and city people

moving in,
54. Large recreational developments are ruining many rural areas-.

55. Old people are more respected and appreciated in a rural community
than they are in urban areas.

56. Technology means larger, corporate farms in the future.

57. Science has been a great benefit to American farming.

58. The "family farm" will gradually disappear in the United States.

59. Young people are more receptive to change than adults.

60, Rural youth are changing more rapidly than rural adults.
61. I have "mixed" feelings about what change means for my life.

62. I am very uncertain about what America will be like in the future.

63, In the future people will travel more and further than in the past.
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64. I would prefer living in a large city.

65. Youth will have more opportunity in the future for lasting
friendships.than their parents.

66, Youth will probably enjoy life more than most adults today.

67. Youth will have more control over their future than their parents

have had.
68. I am excited about the futures the prospects are much greater

than the problems.
69. In a period of rapid social change there is increasing confusion

about self-identity. (Who am I?).
70. Social institutions (e.g. schools., churches, family) are increasingly

unable to cope with change.

Education and Change
Ir. The public-sc ools are changing' too slowly.

72. The schools of the future will be radically different,

73. The education of youth today is basically unchanged freikthat of

their parents. ..,

74. The public schools seem to. strongly resist change.

75. The schools should provide greater leadership in changing our

society.
76. The schools don't seem able to' cope with the social'problems in

America.
77. The public schools are a very important part of American life.

78. The public schools are effectively preparing youth for a rapidly

changing world.
79. The schools are preparing youth effectively for the jobs they want.

80. Students should have a greater voice in running the schools.

81. Adults think education is more valukble than young people do.

82. The schools should emphasize moral and ethical instruction.
83, Schools should permit more debate on controversial issues.

84. Students have more freedom in a large city school than in a rural

school.
85. Rural schoOls generally,have less facilities and equipment than-large'

city schools.
86. Schools should have much harder academic standards.

87. Teachers continue to use the same teaching methods they always have.

88. In the schools of the future textbooks will no longer be used.

89. Most learning in the future will be by computer instruction.

90. Schools should offer many new and different subjects.

01. The subjects taught in school are relevant to the future of modern

youth.
92. Media instruction (e.g. TV, film) will be much more important in the

future,
93. Students in the future will spend much less time in formal classrooms.

94. In the future people will go to school longer and will continue to

learn as adults.
95. Schools should emphasize the future rather than spend so much time

on the past.
96. Most teachers understand and enjoy young people.

97. School is an enjoyable experience for most students.

98. Students should be more involved in community activities and less

in the classroom.
99. Schools should concentrate onspreparing students to cope with change.

100. In the fUture more attention-should-be given to the individual student,
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ATTITUDE SURVEY: PERCAT4GES OF STUDENT RESPONSES

Strongly / Strongly

Question.

Agree

4Agree

Rural

Disagree

+Disagree

Urban

23 82% / 4% 80% / 7%
24 21 54 22 51
25 74 6 72 5
26 6 25 29 22
27 49 .13 47 14
28 54 26 54 26
29 59 14 52 18

30 48 25 41 26
31 38 26 31 32
32 54 21 57 18

33 24 60 20 61
34, 37 37 34 36
)35 44 28 42 31
36. 39 15 42 12
37 36 35 36 32
38 26 46 26 46
39 71 19 61 18

40 72 ,13 64 14
Al 72 14 67 13

42 76 11 60 15
43 62 24 49 26
44 38 20 32 18
45 15 54 15 46
46 18 60 50 19

47 22 54 50 17

48 67 9 54 10

49 70 9 64 9

50 54. 14 46 14
51 55 17 40 19

52 , 40 21 37 24
53 46 28 42 23
54 40 33 38 32
55 65 11 53 14,

56 40 13 41 11

57 75 7' 74 7

58
59

44
72

3
8
4 46

73
25
.9

60 68 8 62 7

61 51 13 52 14
62 60 20 56 22
63 46 26 53 18
64 13 77 20 65
65 23 35 25 32

41.

S-Significant Difference
R,U- Significant Difference in Rural, Urban Sub-Group
ESIslo Significant Difference

Difference Summary

R Strongly Agree
Disagree
Strongly Agree
Uncertain, divided opinion
Agree
Agree
Agree, rural-stronger agreement
Agree, rural-stronger agreement
Divided opinion, rural-stronger
Agree agreement
Disagree, urban - stronger disagreement
Divided opinion.
Agree
Agree
Divided opinion

R Disagree
R Agree
U Agree

S Strongly Agree, rural-stronger
U Agree agreement
U Agree

S
S
S

S
NS
NS

NS

NS

52

R Uncertain
U Disagree

Rural disagree, urban agree
U Rural disagree, urban agree
R,U Agree
R

R,U
eR

U

R

Agree
Agree, rural- stronger agreement
Agree, rural stronger agreement
Agree, rural-stronger agreement
Agree
Divided opinion
Agree, rural-stronger agreement
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree
Strongly Agree
Agree, rural-stranger,agreement
Agree
Agree
Agree

U Strongly disagree
Uncertain, divided opinion



Question Rural

4".

Urban . Difference

1;9 '

66 3690 . 33% 377. 28% S

67 41 28 45 23 S
68 29 37 28 37 R
69 47 20 47 . 19 NS
70 34 29 35 '27 NS
71 29 27 26_ __R
72

,46

St 12 53 14 NS
73 29 , 51 24 63 S
74 40 27 ,33 30
75 45 16 .45 13
76 37 25 38 23 NS
77 76 9 73 9 R
78 35 34 33 37 R
79 43 35 45 33 . NS
80 63 16 65 12 R
81 67 17 67 18 U
82 38 16 38 36 NS
83 58 8 59 7 NS
84 41 35 28. 34 R
85 69 15 55 16 U
86 21 39 27 .: 41 R
8T 47 34 38 37 R,U
88 33 27 32 26 R
89 42 20 38 20 R
90 82 6 82 5 NS
91 38 26 36 25 S

92 53 15 54 11 NS
93 49 17 52 12 S

94 32 31 28 27 R
95 62 15 61 16 NS
96 43 33 . 38 32s S

97 49 27 40 33 S

98 46 20 47 18 NS
99 64 8 66 7 U

100 71 7 78 4 S

53
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Sumner/ ..

Divided opinion
Agree, urban.:stronger agreement
Divided opinion

i

Agree
*Divided opinion
-Agree

Agree
Disagree, urban-stronger disagreement
Divided opinion

. Agree
Divided opinion
Strongly agree
Divided opinion
Agree but opinion divided -

Agree
Agree
,Uncertain
Agree
Divided opinion

Agree
Disagree
Agree, urban-divided opinion
Uncertain, divided opinion
Agree
Strongly agree
Divided opinion
Agree
Agree, urban-stronger agreement
Uncertain, divided opinion
Agree
Agree but divided, rural stronger
Agree, rural-stronger agreement
Agree .

Agree
Strongly agree, urban-stronger

agreement
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Total tuber opinion statements PL 78

Significant' difference in sub-group 34

rural 24

urban 13

0.11.11

Significant difference between rural and urban 3.9

No significant difference betWeen rural and urban 25

aMIIIIM.1111.111M

, 4 44

A total of nineteen items (with no significant differences within
rural and urban sub- groups) distFiguished significantly between
rural and urban youth.
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APPENDIX B:

Adult Survey

with

Summary of Results
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Attitude Survey
(Adult Form: To be usedAby any post-high school adults in the home).

This survey 'is intended to compare the attitudes of rural youth with
those of rural adults about change in American society and education.
It is not a surveyof change as such, but is rather a survey of your
feelingrand attitudes about change.

The study. fa sponsored by Phi Delta Kappa, a profestional educatiOnal
fraternity, and is conducted by Dr. Elyot W. Johnson, Associate
Professor of Teacher Education, California State University, Chico.-

The following statements have no "right" or "wrong" responses, The
survey is intended, to obtain your personal opinion. Your response will
be anonymous and your full and thoughtful responses will be appreciated.

Please write only on the response sheet by marking each response.firmly
with the you have been provided. Please do not write on the
survey instrument since it will be used again. You may erase,
completely, and mark a different response.

Please do not write anything on the right hand side of the response
sheet -- headed by "Your Last Name." Do not use your name..

If at all possible complete the .response sheet this evening and return
to school tomorrow (or as soon as possible).

I will deeply appreciate your cooperation in this study. Thank you.

1. Age: (A.),29 or younger (B.) 30-39 (C.) 40-49 (D.) 50-59'
(E.) 60 or older

2. Sex: (A.) Male (B.) Female
3. Races (A.) Caucasian (B.) Mexican-American (4. Blick

(D.) Oriental (E.) Indian
4. Religions (A.) Catholic (B.) Protestant (C.) Jewish (D.) other

(E.) none
5. Marital Status: (A.) Married (B.) Widowed (IC.) Separated or

divorced
6. Occupation: (Write in the occupation after "Institution" at

top of response sheet.)
7. Annual Incomes (A.) Lees than 10,000 (B.) 10,000-15,000

(C.) 15,000-20,000 (D.) 20,000-30,000 CE-4-1-More

than 30,000
8, Level of Education: (A.) Did not complete high school (B.) High

school graduate (C.) One or more years of college
(D.) College graduate (E.) Post-graduate work

9. My length of time in present community: (A.) one year or less
(B.) 2-5 years (C.) 6-10 years (D.) 11-20 years
(E.) more than 20 years

10. Homes (A.) Town (B.) Farm CC.) House in country.
11. Size of farm in acres: (A.) Less than 10 acres (B.) 11-50

(C.) 51-100 (D.) 101-500 (E.) Over 500 acres

(Mere are no questions #12-#22, proceed to #23 on next page).
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ATTITUDE SURVEY: PERCENTAGES OF RURAL ADULT AND YOUTH RESPONSES

Question

23
24
25
26
27
23
29
30
31
32
33 ,,,

34
35
36'
37.

38
39
'40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

An. 60
"1-61

62
63 ..

64-'

65:

Strongly./ Strongly
Agree

+Agree

Youth

Disagree

+Disagree

Adult .

84% / 470 8070 / 16%
20 56 27 62.

76 6 85 10
27 23 35 .48

49 12 87 7

54 26 71 24
58 14 70 15

51
.

37
25.

27
67
71

25
21

56 20 49 42
26 58 19 76

.38 36 77 16

46 27 41,.. 49

41 16 64 21

38 35 76 20

28 48 26 68

75 16 83 16

73, 12 83 10

72 , 37 89 9

77 11 87 11

66 21 72 23 1

41 20 83 .19:

15 54 11 85

19 60 23 04
23 55 23 61

66 10 82 7

71 27 89 9

54 14 71 17

57 15 63 19

42 20 32 33

47 29 46 144

41 33 , 55: 36
66 11 '72 16

39 14 75 13

76 7" 92 3

49 29 65 '26

73 8 87 10

67 8 82 9

49-'.. 12 62 20

' 59 : 22 65 25

47' 29..1- 71 16

,15. 77 7 90

'23 36 ,12 76

Significant Difference
Y,A=Significant Difference in Youth, Adult Sub-Group
NS=Nb Significant Difference

Difference Summary

Y Strongly Agree
S Disagree
S Strongly Agree
S Uncertain, divided opinion
S Agree.

S Agree
S Agree
S Agree
S Divided opinion
S Agree, adult divided opinion
S Disagree
S .Divided opinion
S -Agree, adult divided opinion
S Agree
S Divided opinion

Y Disagree
Y Strongly Agree

S Strongly Agree
T-Y Strongly Agree

S -Strongly Agree
S Agree

, Y.,. Agree
S Disagree

Y Disagree
Y Disagree
Y Agree

S Strongly Agree
S Agree
S Agree '.. .'

S Agree,-adult divided opinion
Y,A Agree, adult divided opinion
Y Agree

S Agree
S Agree
S Strongly Agree
S- Agree

Y Strongly Agree
Y Agree

S Agree
Y Agree .

Y,A Agree
S Strongly diasgree
S Uncertain, divided opinion
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Question Youth Adult Difference Summary

66 34% 367. 22X 66% S Dividedopinion
67 40 31 27 63 S Youth agree, adults disagree

68 26 40 35 44 S Disagree, adult divided opinion

69 . 49 19 62 24 S Agree
70 36 27 43 47 S Divided opinion
71 42 32 30 61 Y Youthagree,4Wkilts disagree
72 59 12 50 28 Y Agree
73 30 57 32 67 S Disagree
74 33 32 26 ,67 Y Divided opinion
75 43 18 42 42 S Youth agree, adults divided opinion

76 34 28 47 39 S Divided opinion
77 75 10 95 4 Y Strongly agree

78 38 32 34 '55 Y Divided opinion

.79 43 35 27 65 S Youth agree, adults disagree

30 62 16 27 67 Y Youth agree, adults disagree

81 68 18 87 17 S Strongly agree
82 35 15 74 17 S Uncertain
83 59 8 59 21 S Agree
84 32 44 31 47 S Disagree

85 68 16 71 23 S Strongly agree

86 21 39 55 31 Y Youth disagree, adults agree

87 44 38 28 65 Y Youth agree, adults disagree

88 37 25 27 45 S Divided opinion
89 47 17 36 41 S Youth agree, adults disagree

90 83 6 61 24 S Strongly agree I
91 39 25 45 33 S Agree
92 55 15 76 12 S Agree -,,.°'
93 48 17 61 19 S o- Agree

94 34 32 50 24 S Divided opinion

95 62 15 47 42 eft Agree, adult divided opinion

96 45 31 56 36 Agree
97 51 28 68 23 S Agree
98 47 21 19 65 S Youth, agree, adults disagree

99 65 8 74 17 S Strongly agree

100 71 7 86 6 S Strongly agree
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Total number opinion statements 78

Significant difference in sub-group . 23

rural youth 23

rural adult 2

55

Significant difference between: youth and adult 55

No significant difference between youth and adult 0

55

A total of fifty-five items (with no significant differences within
youth and adult sub - groups) distinguished dignificantly between
rural youth and rural adult's.

Rural adults tend to have more firm opinions, agnificantly
less "n6 opinion," than rural youth. The significant differences in
responses between rural adults and rural youth is generally explained,
not by differing views, but by more pronounced adult opinion. ,
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Structured Interview
(From a random selections 30 minutes in.lengthl .taped and transcribed)

Typical questions*

1. What do you believe are the values of a rural way of life in contrast

to.life in a city?
2. What do you believe are the problems, limitations of .a rural life in

contrast to those of a city?
3. In what ways do you perceive rural life changing ,in America? Do you

approve, disapprove of these changes?
4. How is your school changing? How would you like it to change?

5. What changes do you perceive taking place in the school curriculum?

How would you like the curriculum to change?

6. Do you perceive change in your teachers? How would you like your

teachers to change?
7. Is your education preparing you to cope with rapid social change?

8. tow do you feel about change in your school and in your community?

9.e Do you expect more/less change in the future?
10. How do you perceive your own life affected by change?


